
THE CARBON DELUSION 

If we follow laws of physics rather than those of human frailty (neo liberal economics), then we may 

uncover some human strengths.  We can bear in mind that laws of biology do not follow laws of 

physics.  In physics matter can be transformed, but always remains as either matter or energy.  

However, life can diminish to nothing - re-appearing only as lifeless physics.  Our atmosphere is 

created and maintained by a balancing symbiosis of every species.  But the mass of life is variable 

and so the power of life’s atmospheric pump is similarly variable. 

Because of the carbon delusion, authoritative, peer-reviewed climate models follow laws of physics 

and not of biology.  Peers speak of the carbon cycle, or the nitrogen cycle and so on, but those 

elements are incapable of cycling.  Life cycles: expanding to an optimum mass or reducing towards 

zero.  Burnt life may reappear as matter and energy, which are not returned to a living cycle.  The 

physicist’s energy cannot be equated with vitality, just as matter (as in carbon) cannot equate to bio 

mass.  The life cycle which creates and maintains Earth’s atmosphere is not a carbon cycle.  Carbon 

can be a part of life (and death) and then not.  Death is an essential part of life cycles, but 

lifelessness may (in minerals & salts) sometimes be taken up by life and sometimes it may not.  

Climate models would do better to consider living, complex proteins: the balance of that bio mass 

against the combustion of fossilized bio mass.  Carbon footprints, audits, caps and quotas have 

become at best a delusion and at worst (and most commonly as in carbon audited farms and 

businesses) as an excuse – worse again as a “brand” for marketing purposes as in “Super-marketed 

Organic”, or “Zero Carbon”. 

My own tentative picture (borrowed from Mae Wan Ho) has life as coherent and its components in 

minerals and salts as incoherent. My physics is represented as chaos and life as order hidden in 

complexity.  This is a pragmatic, moral picture.  I don’t think I can escape my own “coherence” of 

perception and so ultimate truths of coherence are unattainable.  Even my mathematics has a 

morally-balanced coherence or justice.  There are “physicists” who have looked to mathematics to 

project physical truths – many with Nobel prizes – Well, they have been instrumental in dangerous 

and ridiculous climate models and remedies, such as carbon sumps, silos and sequestrations.  

Mathematics is a beautiful part of coherent perception.  Let it remain so.  Truth is more elusive. 

My life is coherent in the forms of time, space, time/space and in the shapely processes of 

conception to death.  It is coherent as a representation of my species and I easily recognise the 

differing coherence of other species.  My life is also coherent as a part of many symbioses with other 

species and ecosystems and ultimately with Life as one Earth and atmosphere.  All of that coherence 

is of variable mass and energy in the physicist’s terms and may diminish to simple, chaotic, 

incoherent mass and energy.  Nitrogen, phosphate and potash (the modernist farmers’ elements) 

and all the others - including the post-modern obsession: carbon will remain as matter or energy 

when no life on Earth remains. 

The balance of atmosphere is maintained by life.  To bury life in a carbon sump, or semi-sequester it 

in “bio char” reduces the mass of life, slows its cycling and diminishes its coherent powers, while 

increasing those of incoherence.  Proponents of sumps & silos such as James Lovelock believe that 

sequestering carbon outside living cycles will reduce carbon in the air.  The opposite is the case.   



Green revolutionary plant “physicists” have used the natural mineralisation of proteins for plant 

food as their model for direct application of minerals derived from fossil rocks.   Nitrogen has been 

fixed from the air using coal, gas and hydro electricity.  But now the mines are emptying and hydro 

electricity will be in greater demand for domestic and industrial energy.  (Even though bagged 

fertiliser is useful storage, rather like a battery)    

Mineralisation will become, once more, the symbiotic function of soil fungi and bacteria.  The 

expansion of soil life is the key to the expansion of plant life – to both optimum crop yield and a 

balanced climate.  Life flows between species – increasing speed to its optimum means increased 

mass to its optimum. 

Human economies can increase to their optimum only in symbiosis with the whole.  Our cultural 

quest is for coherence.  

 


